
SUPPLEMENTARY WRITTEN EVIDENCE FROM STILING PARK 
 
Bankruptcy and Diligence etc (Scotland) Bill 
 
Supplementary Evidence from Stirling Park following Stage One 
Evidence Sessions on 14th and 28th March 2006 
 
At the Committee’s meeting on 14th March a number of issues were raised 
during the discussion which were also summarised at the end of the session 
by the Committee’s adviser. We thought it would be useful to summarise 
Stirling Park’s responses to these issues for clarity purposes. 
 
Protecting Local Services 
 
As you will recall, the representatives from SMASO stated their concerns that 
larger firms winning business, such as ourselves, could pose a threat to the 
operation of local Sheriff Officer Services. Stirling Park offers a local service to 
all those councils with whom we have won business. We operate a network of 
business centres and local offices throughout Scotland and employ 140 full 
time staff in following locations: Glasgow, Kilmarnock, Ayr, Dumfries, 
Stranraer, Inverness, Aberdeen and Edinburgh. 
 
Stirling Park offers to establish a fully staffed public office within each council 
area where we have, through participation in the open tender process, been 
selected as partner, to provide customers with a comprehensive local 
presence, ensuring ease of access to payment facilities, information and 
advice services. Staff recruitment is carried out within the local area, 
guaranteeing that positions are filled by suitably qualified personnel from 
within the local available workforce.   
 
Therefore, rather than diminish the local Sheriff Officer operation, Stirling Park 
actually expands that local capability, which is of course to the advantage of 
local customers. 
 
We also provide Councils with a customer-focused “telephone enquiry 
service” via access to our Customer Contact Centre to ensure ease of access 
to payment facilities, information, support and advice for the customer.   In 
addition, the secure Stirling Park website offers twenty-four hour access to 
help information and payment facilities.   
 
Ownership of companies 
 
This is an issue of great importance to us. The current proposals within the 
Bill to allow the Executive to prescribe the “ownership, membership, 
management and control” of Sheriff Officer firms and to insist that all partners 
in an officer firm must be a qualified Sheriff Officer (SO), would mean then we 
simply could not operate in Scotland, as we are owned by a Swedish 
headquartered company, Intrum Justicia.  This intention by the Executive is 
clearly set out within the Policy Memorandum. 
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The structural and managerial reorganisation of Sheriff Officer firms proposed 
seems unnecessary and contrary to the Bill’s aims of modernising the 
profession and encouraging entrepreneurship. The Bill’s requirement for all 
partners in an SO  firm to be qualified Sheriff Officers also goes against the 
trend towards encouraging those with broad business backgrounds into firms 
to offer a wider range of experience. Managing Directors, Finance Directors, 
Human Resources Managers, owners etc do not need to be Sheriff Officers in 
order to run a successful and ethical business. 
  
We do not believe that the proposed measures will address the issue which 
seems to be at stake – that of the potential conflict of interest. The Executive 
holds the view that a Board of Directors or an owner of a firm could potentially 
place pressure on SOs to enforce greater levels of debt recovery, particularly 
if that firm “buys debt” for later enforcement.  It further believes that by 
insisting that all owners and/or partners of firms are SOs, this will ensure that 
the practice would not occur. We have been given no evidence that this 
practice is a problem in Scotland. 
 
It is important to understand however, that it is not the owner, Board, MD or 
partner of an SO company that can take the final decision on whether or not 
to enforce debt.  It is for the courts to issue decree and then ultimately for the 
client to decide whether or not they wish the debt to be enforced. Under the 
Executive’s proposed measures, however, a qualified SO could still set up a 
debt collection arm of its company and pursue a variety of debt, some of 
which could eventually result in enforcement. We do not believe that just 
because someone is qualified as a SO makes them any less likely to exert 
pressure on the SOs used by their firm to pursue debt collection than 
someone who is not a qualified SO.   
 
We believe that that the Executive needs to think carefully about how it 
regulates against the potential for this practice occurring - if indeed there is 
evidence that this is happening. The current Bill will not achieve what we 
understand to be its aims. A better solution might be to regulate which kinds 
of debt SO firms and their subsidiaries are allowed to collect and enforce to 
prevent SO firms from “owning”, for instance, debt that they then recommend 
for enforcement.  We would stress again however, that it is for the court to 
determine whether a debt should be decreed or not.  
 
We would also like to make it clear that Stirling Park does not, nor does it 
intend to, “buy” debt. Our debt collection is carried out for Local Authorities 
after thorough and transparent tender processes.   
 
Scottish Civil Enforcement Commission (SCEC) 
 
Stirling Park understands some of the concerns expressed at Committee 
about the creation of another body or quango.  
We have endorsed and welcomed the creation of the new Scottish Civil 
Enforcement Commission as we believe there is a need for an organisation 
that can take the lead in modernising and regulating the industry.  
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We also support the involvement of a wider range of both professionals and 
lay people in the Commission. If the Committee decides not to recommend 
the creation of SCEC, we still believe that there is a need for greater external 
regulation, rather than purely through self regulation.  It might be that a 
change in the running of SMASO, with greater external involvement and more 
regulatory powers could present a half way house solution.  
 
In the event that some form of Commission is created, Stirling Park believes it 
would be appropriate for SOs and SO firms to make a similar contribution to 
its running in the same way that they currently do with SMASO subscriptions.  
We also do not believe that Ministerial appointment of the members of the 
Commission would present any problems of conflict. 
 
Modernisation of the Profession 
 
Stirling Park was very pleased to have the opportunity at Committee to outline 
its approach to the modernisation of the profession and what we are doing as 
a company; for instance our training academy, the technology we use in our 
business, our relationship and associate membership of Money Advice 
Scotland, and our debtor profiling to ensure that we separate the “can’t pay” 
from the “won’t pay” at the earliest opportunity.  We are pleased that this work 
has been recognised by both MAS and our local authority clients.  
 
Stirling Park also gave evidence on the Bill’s proposals for a new diligence of 
money attachment on 28 March. The following sets out our suggestions for 
how the new attachment, which we welcome, might work more effectively if 
introduced.   
 
Money Attachment 
 
The Society of Sheriff Officers and Messengers-At-Arms (SMASO) also gave 
evidence at this session.  Stirling Park agrees with the oral evidence and 
concerns put forward by the Society.  Stirling Park also concurs with the 
Society’s secondary submissions on this issue and these additional 
comments should be read in conjunction with the SMASO submission. 
 
Stirling Park welcomes the new diligence of money attachment, which would 
add a new dimension to enforcement. However, we have a number of 
important concerns with regards the practicalities, regulations and more 
importantly the safety of Sheriff Officers should the proposals pass in their 
current form.  
 
We are concerned that the new diligence as it stands could be open to 
exploitation by both over zealous creditors and unscrupulous debtors and so 
believe there needs to be appropriate guidelines for its use.  It will also be 
important to introduce stringent safety regulations for protection of Sheriff 
Officers when executing such diligence. 
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We have set out some proposals, which in our opinion would help to make the 
legislation practicable and to function more effectively. 
 
Application to the Court  
 
Firstly, we believe this diligence should be by application to the Court only and 
the authority to execute should not be contained within the authority of a 
standard extract decree of the court – in the same way as an exceptional 
attachment order is applied for.  The application (by the 
creditor/solicitor/sheriff officer) should be ‘Ex Parte’ - without prior knowledge 
of the debtor - to prevent opportunist debtors harbouring funds prior to 
attachment.  Full justification should be given for the proposed attachment, i.e. 
the debtors have failed in their obligation to make payment after a charge has 
been served and an attachment of assets has been attempted, as well as 
other sources of diligence.  
There should be a ‘fast track’ opportunity to the creditor in justifiable 
circumstances e.g. where the debtors is known to be in the process of 
ceasing to trade. 
 
Execution of the Attachment  
 
We believe there should be tight controls over the times when a money 
attachment can be executed.  Our concern is that there could be requests to 
attach licensed premises late at night, over the weekend, when many 
businesses cash up and potentially have higher takings.  It would be 
unrealistic to assume that an Officer and his/her witness might not meet 
resistance in these circumstances and so there is the potential of danger to 
their safety.  We believe therefore that the Act should stipulate that ‘just 
cause’ would require to be shown for execution out with “normal” 8.00am-
8.00pm hours. 
 
Currently there is reluctance from the police to assist Officers in their duties 
when encountering problematic debtors, unless an actual offence has been 
committed.  It would prove helpful to an Officer of the Court if police 
assistance was available when using this diligence to prevent any 
enforcement or breaches of the peace.   
 
We would also propose a six months period in which to execute the 
attachment, with a maximum of three attachments allowed, not being 
executed within 24 hours of each attachment.  This would prevent any 
exploitation by enthusiastic creditors and alleviate undue pressures made on 
Officers to carry out the diligence repeatedly.  
 
Without these controls and the protection of Officers and witnesses it is also 
felt that invariably there would be increases in the cost of Officers’ insurance 
premiums. We also propose that the warrant granted giving the authority to 
“open shut and lockfast places”, should also include powers for Officers to 
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search anywhere within the premises including all areas of possible storage 
including safes, tills and locked areas and that this be clarified within the Bill. 
 
We propose that the Bill introduces clear and concise penalties for obstructive 
debtors in the execution of the attachment and for those who deliberately 
harbour money from the Officer.  There would need to be penalty imposed on 
those debtors who have physically prevented the Officer from the execution of 
the attachment. 
 
We believe that there should be a stipulation within the Bill that should money 
be required to be returned to the debtor then such money may be in the form 
of a cheque drawn on the firm’s account.  We feel that in its present form, the 
Bill would allow debtors to request any return of money to be made in cash 
which in the case of a large amount of money, would present a number of 
practical difficulties in obtaining and transporting such sums back to the 
debtor.  
 
Definitions and comments on the Bill clauses  
 
Para 162 – Meaning of money and related expressions 
 
In order to simplify matters ‘cash’ should be construed for the purposes of this 
diligence as coins or banknotes in sterling alone.  There is a great deal of 
uncertainty with regards to the attachment of foreign currency, for example an 
officer attaching foreign currency will require to know the exchange rate.  He 
will thereafter, as the Bill stands, be required to exchange this currency to 
Sterling (as soon as possible) “taking all reasonable steps to obtain the 
highest amount of cash”.  How can an officer justify that he has ‘obtained the 
highest amount of cash’?  Similarly with cheques and postal orders, we see 
no conceivable way to ensure that, for example, a cheque attached is not then 
cancelled or for that matter, does not ‘bounce’ when presented. We can see 
no conceivable way that the attachment of these ‘instruments’ can be 
facilitated on a practical level.  
 
Para 163 – when money attachment not competent 
 
(3) & (4) As it is not possible to establish whether money has previously been 
attached or was available to be attached in the first instance, without noting 
down the serial number of all notes, we do not believe that there is any 
method by which these provisions could be implemented.  
 
Para 164 – removal of money attached 
 
(3) & (4) References here will no longer be required should cash be defined 
sterling only 
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(5) This section should specify which type of account that money should be 
deposited in (non interest bearing would seem appropriate as there may be 
problems should money be returned to the debtor and questions then raised 
with regards to interest on sums) 
 
(6) (7) & (8) would no longer apply if the Committee accept that other banking 
instruments should not apply.  
 
Para 165 – presumption of ownership 
 
(1)-(3)  We agree that when executing an attachment the Officer should be 
able to assume that any money on the premises is the property of the debtor, 
however we are unclear as to the meaning of para (3) in terms that the officer 
“knows or ought to know that the contrary is the case”.  This needs to be 
clarified. 
 
Para 176 – redemption of banking instrument
 
This section would no longer apply should cash be deemed notes and coins 
only. 
 
We concur fully with SMASO’s submission that there is a very real possibility 
that Money Attachment could be used as a vehicle for money laundering and 
agree that any ‘report of attachment’ should be copied to the appropriate 
Police Force covering the location of attachment. 
 
Summary 
 
We endorse the modernisation of civil enforcement legislation within the Bill.  
However, we also believe that the new diligences introduced must be clearly 
defined with no room for misinterpretation.  If this is not the case then there 
will be scope for misuse of the diligences by both creditor and debtor and the 
potential for enforcement to be both problematic and dangerous for the Officer 
and his/her assistant. We therefore feel that it is important that the 
suggestions and amendments we have proposed should be incorporated into 
the Primary Legislation rather than left to be regulated by way of secondary 
legislation.  
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